
 

 

         

  WELLNESS VERSUS PERFECTION                      by Penny Armstrong

In the work that I do I am often confronted with a 

client’s sincere desire to be well.  I say this because 

even doing better sometimes feels like it is just not 

enough.  We all want to be fully well – body, mind 

and spirit.  And yet the reality for many of us is 

that wellness is often a continuum and not a 

destination point that we will ultimately reach if 

we just try hard enough.   

It comes back time and time again to the often 

somewhat brutal reality that we do not control much 

in this life.  Even in a culture where the “take charge”,  

“you can do anything” mentality pervades, at best we 

can cooperate with the things that come our way and 

do the work that is required to move forward and live 

the best life that we can.  You will know this to be true 

if you have ever been challenged with a season of 

depression and/or anxiety.  Obviously your greatest 

wish would be to be completely free of these common, 

yet debilitating maladies.  And sadly, you have 

probably been told by well meaning, Bible believing, 

community sharing brothers and sisters that you just 

need to give it over to God, have more faith, or 

somehow take hold of a more victorious lifestyle.  

Sometimes the same advice is offered to individuals 

struggling with epilepsy, diabetes or Crohn’s disease, 

but more often than not there seems to be more 

understanding and compassion for what is perceived 

as an actual “physical problem”.  This is hard news for 

the person who suffers with the emotional anguish of 

a mental health issue.  Adding blame and responsibility 

for wellness to the mix can be overwhelming and 

discouraging to say the least.  Perhaps this is why we 

are so committed to telling each other that we are fine, 

when often we are anything but fine. 

The truth is that wellness will never look like 

perfection this side of Heaven.  We are broken, we are 

flawed and no doubt over the course of a life time we 

will struggle in some areas of life.  This should not be 

a surprise to us.  This is the picture given to us in 

Scripture.  Our very lives are described as “treasures in 

jars of clay”, “afflicted, perplexed, struck down but not 

destroyed”.  There is a fragility to life.  We are not 

always “fine”. 

The wonder of God’s redeeming and restorative 

work in our lives is that He will meet us at the 

place of our greatest weakness and strongest need.  

And he will not bully us into being better.  God in 

His kindness, mercy and grace will come 

alongside us in the journey and it is His presence 

that helps us to feel better and somehow do better, 

knowing that we are not struggling alone. 

In the Winnie the Pooh narrative, someone has wisely 

discerned that Eeyore no doubt is clinically depressed.  

The beauty of the story is that Eeyore is still invited on 

every adventure, still encouraged to share his 

discouraged outlook on life, and most importantly is 

loved and accepted for being just who he is and where 

he is on the wellness continuum.  What a lovely 

picture of what wellness can look like, certainly not 

perfection, but all of life, both joy and struggle, 

welcomed and shared together in rich community. 
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    NEW THERAPIST IN SURREY OFFICE 

Cascade Christian Counselling Association is pleased 

to welcome Brent Unrau to our Surrey location as a 

part-time therapist. It is exciting to be growing and 

expanding our services and we feel blessed to have 

Brent join our team. 

Brent comes with a rich and diverse background of 

pastoral life and cross cultural missionary work.  He 

has been working with Coastal Counselling Services as 

a Registered Clinical Counsellor since 2000. 

               

Brent brings a warm, human and holistic approach to 

the counselling dynamic emphasizing the relational 

models of Psychotherapy.  He believes that the most 

significant movement toward change and 

transformation is rooted in the authenticity and care of 

the relationship that develops between a client and 

therapist. 

Brent covers a wide range of issues and needs in his 

counselling practice from depression, grief, anger, 

stress and anxiety including PTSD (Post Traumatic 

Stress Disorder) to couple counselling, addiction work, 

and addressing issues stemming from past abuse 

(emotional, physical and sexual).  Brent also has a 

heart to bring help and healing for those struggling 

with their spiritual journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brent enjoys his part time restoration and recycling 

work with his art company, live theater, great literature, 

moving poetry, slow food and stirring movies.  He 

finished his first ever sprint triathlon this year and is 

very thankful for his wife of close to 30 years and two 

adult children. 

We are moving! 

Cascade Christian Counselling Association will 

open new doors in its Abbotsford Abbotsford Abbotsford Abbotsford location on 

Monday December 1st. 

We are pleased to be joining the team at House House House House 

Of James Of James Of James Of James (a wonderful Christian Bookstore 

and coffee shop) located at: 2743 Emerson St, 

Abbotsford, BC 

Find us up on the second floor, just come in the 

front door and follow the signs. We look 

forward to serving you in Abbotsford in this 

great new location.                                         

 

 
 

Membership and Donation Drive 
Our annual membership and donation drive is held 

each year in the fall.  We rely on the financial 

support from individuals and churches as it enables 

us to offer help to people and provide a sliding fee 

scale, based on income level.  We appreciate all 

donations large or small.  If you would like to make 

a donation, please contact our office. 
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